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”
ECO PASSPORT by OEKO-TEX® with
conformance of ZDHC level 2 for spin-dyed
_bers. The colorants and evaluate the ZDHC
MRSL 2.0 conformance when coloring their
formulations for textiles and reinforcing our
commitment to sustainable _bers processing for
textiles. We have certi_ed a selected range of
products with plastics products. Furthermore, this
range of colorants, consisting of Oracet®,
Cromophtal®, Irgazin®, Heliogen®, Paliogen®,
and Paliotol® pigments, support the increasing
need for recyclability to achieve climate-neutral
products as well as the circularity by design
concept as it applies to _ber coloration.

Marc Dumont , Head Global Segment Management Plastics

Sun Chemical

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
N9 World Technologies' sustainable solution
strategy has resulted in a comprehensive product
range for textiles, which includes antimicrobial
_nishes, cooling, and heating technologies, Quick
dry _nishes, and odor management solutions
contributing to the emergence of N9 as a one-
stop-shop for the specialty textile _nishing in the
area of wellness, hygiene, comfort, and
performance. The ECO PASSPORT by OEKO-
TEX® certi_cation process helped N9 to select
chemicals that are safer for human ecology and
the environment by providing control over the
substances while procuring them. ECO
PASSPORT provides assurance and transparency
to consumers about safer ingredients used by N9
in its products.

Mr. Ganesh Srinivasam , Excecutive Director - Innovation

N9 WORLD TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
Resil is happy to join the growing collection of
chemical suppliers, manufacturers, and brands
that are responsible for using green chemistries,
reducing carbon footprint, reducing chemical
waste, and building sustainable chemical
management systems with the help of ECO
PASSPORT certi_cation in the textile value chain. 
OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT helped Resil to
design processes considering future chemical
management requirements throughout the
organization and to meet sustainability goals of
consumers such as reduced water use, increased
energy ehiciency, and low chemical impact on the
environment.

Mr. Ganesh Srinivasan , Excecutive Director - Innovation

RESIL CHEMICALS PRIVATE LIMITED

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
Opting for the ECO PASSPORT certi_cate for our
textile formulations is in line with our company's
vision of doing business responsibly. With ECO
PASSPORT, we are progressing on the path of
sustainable chemistry, wherever possible, and
providing customers with smart and safer
chemicals.

Mr. Naishadh Desai , Managing Director

Britacel Silicones Limited, India

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
Introduction to Sustainable Technologies,
Manufacturing Processes, and Industry.
Interactions have witnessed phenomenal growth.
ECO PASSPORT by OEKO-TEX®. The certi_cate
is a trusted solution that helps our clients make
safer and sustainable decisions. Since we have
opted, our reach has boosted globally. The
extensive testing facility has ohered
commendable transparency into the impact of
that product from _eld to _nal usage.

Pankaj Kansal , Director

Premia Chemicals Private Limited

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
In line with the principles of OEKO-TEX®, we
strived to improve our products to be Greener
and environmentally friendlier. Thanks to this, our
clients can have peace of mind in using our
products in their processes, resulting in the
excellent quality of their goods.

Dr. Eric Tan Hock Lye , Managing Director

SILKFLEX POLYMERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
The certi_cation body has helped us maintain
certain parameters due to which we have been
able to produce chemistry by using beier
technology and reducing the impact on the
environment. it has helped to upscale the product
on quality parameters and also customers gain
con_dence as the backing of the certi_cate helps
us prove that our product is qualitative and safer.

Khushboo Dadia , Director

Creative Industries

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
Jaysynth Group has always focused on producing
Eco friendly and trouble-free products. With the
ongoing process of improving products for
Greener Chemistry, OEKO TEX 100 has helped us
to achieve the ECO Passport certi_cate for Dyes,
Digital Inks, and Pigment Emulsion with their
transparent evaluation process. The ECO
Passport by OEKO-TEX® certi_cate is of utmost
importance in the coming time for a Textile
Industry and a door opener for many
International markets."

" STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® is a reliable
Business Partner and works for the mutual bene_t
of the customers.

Kartik Naik , Vice President Marketing (Dyes)

Jaysynth DyestuN

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

”
Most of the leading textile manufacturers and
brand owners are keen on the OEKO-TEX®
certi_cation for their products. Our Visco_l
pigments dispersions are used as a Coloring
Agent for the coloration of Viscose Staple Fibers
and Viscose Filament Yarns in Fiber applications.
We identi_ed this need and, as part of our
continuous improvement process, enhanced our
Visco_l product range by using compliant
ingredients. We also proactively acquired the
ECO PASSPORT certi_cation, which in turn
simpli_es our Customer’s process of obtaining the
OEKO-TEX® certi_cation. The certi_cation also
helps us in furthering our Sustainability goals, as
Responsible Corporate Citizens!

Sambit Roy , Head of Sales

Clariant Chemicals (India) Limited – A Heubach
Company

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
Sustainability is an integral part of our business
strategy around which our business processes
products, partnerships, and markets are aligned.
We have created a sustainability framework
which helps us to create, deliver and share value
with our business ecosystem The national and
international certi_cates that we have received
bear testimony to our focus on eco-friendly and
sustainable initiatives. We deem it's our prime
duty to safeguard the environment by developing
sustainable product portfolios. We aim to be the
company following the highest level of
sustainable practices by collaborating with
leading industries with the similar vision. We have
also received the prestigious ECO PASSPORT by
OEKO-TEX® certi_cation. Yes, we at Fineotex
group are pledged to remove all major hazardous
substances from our supply chain. We became
ZDHC Contributor last year & also for our key
products we got ECO PASSPORT certi_cation last
year, which will allow us to serve customers who
are producing for all top global brands which
require MADE IN GREEN by OEKO-TEX® Label &
ZDHC LEVEL 3 product line. Most textile
manufacturers face the challenge to deal with
tough ehluents loaded with chemicals, and dyes
and have high COD & BOD. As textiles specialties
& auxiliaries, manufacturers address this issue
Fineotex / Biotex group is concentrating on the
replacement/reduction in the use of caustic /
hydrose / soda ash / sodium silicate, etc. all
inorganic product substitutes which majorly cause
high COD / TDS in the ehluent. Also
concentrating on reduction in process cycle time
by low temp. Soaping / scouring bleaching
process, special leveling cum dispersing agent for
reactive dyeing which allows using soda in one
bath, etc. Also, in soaping, we innovate a process
that enables customer to the soap of reactive dye
bath in single soaping rather than 2 soaping &
multiple water wash or rinsing. Mostly we are
trying to make a concentrated formulation so
that we can reduce the wastage of packing
material & reduction transport cost & indirect
pollution load to the mother earth. Undoubtedly,
ehluent is one of the biggest challenges for textile
manufacturers and as the environmental norms
are geiing stricter, they are now compelled to
switch to sustainable chemistries and adopt
cleaner processes & reduce water consumption.
FCL group has been at the forefront of
developing green products that can enable this
industry to realize sustainability goals.

Arindam Choudhuri , CEO

Fineotex Chemical Limited

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

OEKO-TEX® LEATHER STANDARD

OEKO-TEX® STeP

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
With STeP and in the future MADE IN GREEN we
can prove to our customers that our products are
free of harmful substances and produced in a
sustainable factory. In OEKO-TEX®, we have
found a serious and reliable partner with a global
reputation that companies and consumers on
every continent trust.

Filippo Centomo , Junior Manager

Conceria Centomo S.r.l

OEKO-TEX® LEATHER STANDARD

OEKO-TEX® STeP

”
As the chemical manufacturer dedicated to
textile application, our commitment to bring a
brighter future for textile industries had lead us to
a broad company vision of leading the
sustainable business to a brighter hope of
everyone's tomorrow. To conduct a sustainable
business, we entrust to OEKO-TEX as the
recognized and independent external partner
that tests and certi_es our formulations and
makes us and our end consumers grow safely with
con_dence that the certi_ed products meet the
strict guidelines. The ECO PASSPORT by OEKO-
TEX certi_cations are the guarantee of our
commitment to realize the vision.

Dimas Ibnu Ramadhan , Operational Director

PT. Kinerja Mutiara Persada

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
OEKO-TEX® is very professional and helpful in
dealing with customers. We as customers are very
easy to get more detail of information for several
years. We worked together for certi_cation. We
are always satis_ed with the service from OEKO-
TEX®.

Diah Octaviani , QC and Laboratory Stah

PT. Fucolor Chemical Industry

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
ECO PASSPORT makes our chemicals business
more con_dent to ful_ll our customer's
requirements in terms of environmental issues
and safety for our future and sustainability in the
textile world.

Dudung Hadi , Head BU Textile

PT. Koopa Specialties

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
With ECO-PASSPORT by OEKO-TEX® Level 3
certi_cate, registered products can be easily
registered also to ZDHC gateway. This is very
helpful for us as chemical formulators. This
certi_cate also makes the selling power of our
products increase and makes customers more
con_dent and feel secure using Dai-Ichi Kimia
Raya's products.

Anny Prasadja , Textle R&D Manager

PT. Dai-Ichi Kimia Raya

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
ITL have held the STANDARD 100 certi_cation
across our global regions for many years and
have enjoyed excellent service from the Testex
ohice in Vancouver who co-ordinate our OEKO-
TEX® certi_cations. ITL are continually improving
supply chain processes and ways of working to
minimize environmental impact and OEKO-TEX®
is part of that process, ensuring that our labeling
has been tested for harmful substances. We are
proud to partner with many of our key customers
who hold the OEKO-TEX® certi_cation enabling
us all to make responsible sustainable decisions to
protect our planet for future generations to
come.

Barry Burgess , SVP Marketing & Sales, North America

ITL Intelligent Label Solutions

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100
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”
ECO PASSPORT by OEKO-TEX® with
conformance of ZDHC level 2 for spin-dyed
_bers. The colorants and evaluate the ZDHC
MRSL 2.0 conformance when coloring their
formulations for textiles and reinforcing our
commitment to sustainable _bers processing for
textiles. We have certi_ed a selected range of
products with plastics products. Furthermore, this
range of colorants, consisting of Oracet®,
Cromophtal®, Irgazin®, Heliogen®, Paliogen®,
and Paliotol® pigments, support the increasing
need for recyclability to achieve climate-neutral
products as well as the circularity by design
concept as it applies to _ber coloration.

Marc Dumont , Head Global Segment Management Plastics

Sun Chemical

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
N9 World Technologies' sustainable solution
strategy has resulted in a comprehensive product
range for textiles, which includes antimicrobial
_nishes, cooling, and heating technologies, Quick
dry _nishes, and odor management solutions
contributing to the emergence of N9 as a one-
stop-shop for the specialty textile _nishing in the
area of wellness, hygiene, comfort, and
performance. The ECO PASSPORT by OEKO-
TEX® certi_cation process helped N9 to select
chemicals that are safer for human ecology and
the environment by providing control over the
substances while procuring them. ECO
PASSPORT provides assurance and transparency
to consumers about safer ingredients used by N9
in its products.

Mr. Ganesh Srinivasam , Excecutive Director - Innovation

N9 WORLD TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
Resil is happy to join the growing collection of
chemical suppliers, manufacturers, and brands
that are responsible for using green chemistries,
reducing carbon footprint, reducing chemical
waste, and building sustainable chemical
management systems with the help of ECO
PASSPORT certi_cation in the textile value chain. 
OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT helped Resil to
design processes considering future chemical
management requirements throughout the
organization and to meet sustainability goals of
consumers such as reduced water use, increased
energy ehiciency, and low chemical impact on the
environment.

Mr. Ganesh Srinivasan , Excecutive Director - Innovation

RESIL CHEMICALS PRIVATE LIMITED

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
Opting for the ECO PASSPORT certi_cate for our
textile formulations is in line with our company's
vision of doing business responsibly. With ECO
PASSPORT, we are progressing on the path of
sustainable chemistry, wherever possible, and
providing customers with smart and safer
chemicals.

Mr. Naishadh Desai , Managing Director

Britacel Silicones Limited, India

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
Introduction to Sustainable Technologies,
Manufacturing Processes, and Industry.
Interactions have witnessed phenomenal growth.
ECO PASSPORT by OEKO-TEX®. The certi_cate
is a trusted solution that helps our clients make
safer and sustainable decisions. Since we have
opted, our reach has boosted globally. The
extensive testing facility has ohered
commendable transparency into the impact of
that product from _eld to _nal usage.

Pankaj Kansal , Director

Premia Chemicals Private Limited

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
In line with the principles of OEKO-TEX®, we
strived to improve our products to be Greener
and environmentally friendlier. Thanks to this, our
clients can have peace of mind in using our
products in their processes, resulting in the
excellent quality of their goods.

Dr. Eric Tan Hock Lye , Managing Director

SILKFLEX POLYMERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
The certi_cation body has helped us maintain
certain parameters due to which we have been
able to produce chemistry by using beier
technology and reducing the impact on the
environment. it has helped to upscale the product
on quality parameters and also customers gain
con_dence as the backing of the certi_cate helps
us prove that our product is qualitative and safer.

Khushboo Dadia , Director

Creative Industries

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
Jaysynth Group has always focused on producing
Eco friendly and trouble-free products. With the
ongoing process of improving products for
Greener Chemistry, OEKO TEX 100 has helped us
to achieve the ECO Passport certi_cate for Dyes,
Digital Inks, and Pigment Emulsion with their
transparent evaluation process. The ECO
Passport by OEKO-TEX® certi_cate is of utmost
importance in the coming time for a Textile
Industry and a door opener for many
International markets."

" STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® is a reliable
Business Partner and works for the mutual bene_t
of the customers.

Kartik Naik , Vice President Marketing (Dyes)

Jaysynth DyestuN

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

”
Most of the leading textile manufacturers and
brand owners are keen on the OEKO-TEX®
certi_cation for their products. Our Visco_l
pigments dispersions are used as a Coloring
Agent for the coloration of Viscose Staple Fibers
and Viscose Filament Yarns in Fiber applications.
We identi_ed this need and, as part of our
continuous improvement process, enhanced our
Visco_l product range by using compliant
ingredients. We also proactively acquired the
ECO PASSPORT certi_cation, which in turn
simpli_es our Customer’s process of obtaining the
OEKO-TEX® certi_cation. The certi_cation also
helps us in furthering our Sustainability goals, as
Responsible Corporate Citizens!

Sambit Roy , Head of Sales

Clariant Chemicals (India) Limited – A Heubach
Company

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
Sustainability is an integral part of our business
strategy around which our business processes
products, partnerships, and markets are aligned.
We have created a sustainability framework
which helps us to create, deliver and share value
with our business ecosystem The national and
international certi_cates that we have received
bear testimony to our focus on eco-friendly and
sustainable initiatives. We deem it's our prime
duty to safeguard the environment by developing
sustainable product portfolios. We aim to be the
company following the highest level of
sustainable practices by collaborating with
leading industries with the similar vision. We have
also received the prestigious ECO PASSPORT by
OEKO-TEX® certi_cation. Yes, we at Fineotex
group are pledged to remove all major hazardous
substances from our supply chain. We became
ZDHC Contributor last year & also for our key
products we got ECO PASSPORT certi_cation last
year, which will allow us to serve customers who
are producing for all top global brands which
require MADE IN GREEN by OEKO-TEX® Label &
ZDHC LEVEL 3 product line. Most textile
manufacturers face the challenge to deal with
tough ehluents loaded with chemicals, and dyes
and have high COD & BOD. As textiles specialties
& auxiliaries, manufacturers address this issue
Fineotex / Biotex group is concentrating on the
replacement/reduction in the use of caustic /
hydrose / soda ash / sodium silicate, etc. all
inorganic product substitutes which majorly cause
high COD / TDS in the ehluent. Also
concentrating on reduction in process cycle time
by low temp. Soaping / scouring bleaching
process, special leveling cum dispersing agent for
reactive dyeing which allows using soda in one
bath, etc. Also, in soaping, we innovate a process
that enables customer to the soap of reactive dye
bath in single soaping rather than 2 soaping &
multiple water wash or rinsing. Mostly we are
trying to make a concentrated formulation so
that we can reduce the wastage of packing
material & reduction transport cost & indirect
pollution load to the mother earth. Undoubtedly,
ehluent is one of the biggest challenges for textile
manufacturers and as the environmental norms
are geiing stricter, they are now compelled to
switch to sustainable chemistries and adopt
cleaner processes & reduce water consumption.
FCL group has been at the forefront of
developing green products that can enable this
industry to realize sustainability goals.

Arindam Choudhuri , CEO

Fineotex Chemical Limited

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

OEKO-TEX® LEATHER STANDARD

OEKO-TEX® STeP

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
With STeP and in the future MADE IN GREEN we
can prove to our customers that our products are
free of harmful substances and produced in a
sustainable factory. In OEKO-TEX®, we have
found a serious and reliable partner with a global
reputation that companies and consumers on
every continent trust.

Filippo Centomo , Junior Manager

Conceria Centomo S.r.l

OEKO-TEX® LEATHER STANDARD

OEKO-TEX® STeP

”
As the chemical manufacturer dedicated to
textile application, our commitment to bring a
brighter future for textile industries had lead us to
a broad company vision of leading the
sustainable business to a brighter hope of
everyone's tomorrow. To conduct a sustainable
business, we entrust to OEKO-TEX as the
recognized and independent external partner
that tests and certi_es our formulations and
makes us and our end consumers grow safely with
con_dence that the certi_ed products meet the
strict guidelines. The ECO PASSPORT by OEKO-
TEX certi_cations are the guarantee of our
commitment to realize the vision.

Dimas Ibnu Ramadhan , Operational Director

PT. Kinerja Mutiara Persada

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
OEKO-TEX® is very professional and helpful in
dealing with customers. We as customers are very
easy to get more detail of information for several
years. We worked together for certi_cation. We
are always satis_ed with the service from OEKO-
TEX®.

Diah Octaviani , QC and Laboratory Stah

PT. Fucolor Chemical Industry

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
ECO PASSPORT makes our chemicals business
more con_dent to ful_ll our customer's
requirements in terms of environmental issues
and safety for our future and sustainability in the
textile world.

Dudung Hadi , Head BU Textile

PT. Koopa Specialties

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
With ECO-PASSPORT by OEKO-TEX® Level 3
certi_cate, registered products can be easily
registered also to ZDHC gateway. This is very
helpful for us as chemical formulators. This
certi_cate also makes the selling power of our
products increase and makes customers more
con_dent and feel secure using Dai-Ichi Kimia
Raya's products.

Anny Prasadja , Textle R&D Manager

PT. Dai-Ichi Kimia Raya

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
ITL have held the STANDARD 100 certi_cation
across our global regions for many years and
have enjoyed excellent service from the Testex
ohice in Vancouver who co-ordinate our OEKO-
TEX® certi_cations. ITL are continually improving
supply chain processes and ways of working to
minimize environmental impact and OEKO-TEX®
is part of that process, ensuring that our labeling
has been tested for harmful substances. We are
proud to partner with many of our key customers
who hold the OEKO-TEX® certi_cation enabling
us all to make responsible sustainable decisions to
protect our planet for future generations to
come.

Barry Burgess , SVP Marketing & Sales, North America

ITL Intelligent Label Solutions

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100
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”
We are very pleased about the certi`cation,
which stands for the core values of our brand -
highest quality, perfect `t and innovation.
Our customers can expect products of the highest
standard from us. In the future, this will
increasingly include the reliable security of an
OEKO-TEX® LEATHER STANDARD certi`cation.

Alexander Nicolai , CEO, LOWA Sportschuhe GmbH

LOWA Sportschuhe GmbH

OEKO-TEX® LEATHER STANDARD

”
We believe that the responsibility of choosing
sustainable alternatives should not fall on the
consumer. It is our duty as a brand to develop and
ocer products that contribute to the solution. We
aim to replace traditionally used materials like
leather and petroleum-derived materials while
meeting all of the major requirements in footwear
like comfort, durability, protection and style with
the end goal of producing a sneaker that will have
the least possible impact on the environment
during its entire life cycle. When developing
products at MIRET we try to be as close to nature
as possible. Being friendly to the environment is
our primary driver, but closeness to nature also
means caring for humans and human health.
With the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 we have
con`rmation that we have achieved this goal. We
strongly believe that this level of transparency in
production should be applied to all.

Hrvoje Boljar , MIRET Co-Founder

MIRET

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

”
BAMA has embedded the commitment to
responsible and sustainable action in its corporate
values. With OEKO-TEX®, we have a recognized
and independent external partner that tests and
certi`es our formulations and gives us as a
company, our trading partners, and the end
consumers con`dence that the certi`ed products
meet the strict guidelines and are therefore visibly
responsible and sustainable.

Mafhias Augustin , Head of Marketing, BAMA

Bama

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

”
Our STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® class 1
certi`cate on all supplying components and the
garments until `nished product is as important
for us as it is for our customers. But even more for
the babies wearing our clothes, and `nally for our
generous planet supporting our production and
business.

Liselof Fein , Head of marketing and business development

Lillelam®

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

”
Sustainability is not a trend for us, but has been
part of our identity from the very beginning. Back
in 2016, CALIDA was the very `rst underwear
brand in the world to receive the MADE IN GREEN
by OEKO-TEX® label, which means our products
meet strictest ecological and social criteria. At
CALIDA, we want to build awareness for high-
quality and sustainable products. After all, we
have a responsibility to future generations. With
the MADE IN GREEN, STANDARD 100 and STeP
by OEKO-TEX® certi`cations, we keep
Switzerland in our heart, the world in our sight
and nature in our mind.

Alexandra Helbling , Managing Director CALIDA AG

CALIDA

OEKO-TEX® MADE IN GREEN

”
At Sterntaler, the well-being of children is our top
priority. In doing so, we take the responsibility
towards our "lifle customers" very seriously.
Through the tests and certi`cations according to
the STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® we ensure
for a large part of our fabrics and articles that
only high-quality materials and materials that
were tested for harmful substances are used.

Lara Röhling , Qualitätsmanagement/Produktsicherheit

Sterntaler GmbH

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

”
terracare by Heinen is the leading ingredient
brand for responsibly manufactured leather. This
means: we do everything in our power to produce
a `rst-class and durable product that respects
both people and the environment to the highest
levels possible. We stand by this social and
ecological responsibility. Our partner Oekotex as
external and independent institution, audits and
certi`es Heinen leather with the Leather
Standard by OEKO-TEX® . The combined ecort
and experience between Heinen and OEKO-TEX®
results in the highest level of responsibly
manufactured leather.

Thomas Heinen , General Manager

Terracare by Heinen

OEKO-TEX® LEATHER STANDARD

”
Founded in 1983, Hanna Andersson is commifed
to producing safe, durable, and sustainable
clothing to n the adventure of childhood.
Partnering in 2003 with STANDARD 100 by
OEKO-TEX®, the world’s leading product label
for the measure of harmful substances in textiles,
we can guarantee our clothing for infants and
children is safe from harmful, allergenic
chemicals and additives—and that our brand is
promoting a safer and more sustainable future
for our families and our industry.

Jen Reed , SVP Global Sourcing / Chief Sustainability Ocicer

Hanna Andersson

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

”
Trerè Innovation has commifed to a clear
mission: not only to create the best functional
wear, but to do so in a way that truly respects the
environment and human health, as well as
through a management of the working conditions
in accordance with the strictest ethical standards.
The STANDARD 100 and STeP by OEKO-TEX®
certifications are the highest guarantee of our
commitment to our partners and customers and
ensure our compliance with the latest regulations
concerning sustainability.

Fabio Cimarosti , Sustainability – Environment – Company Certifications

Trerè Innovation S.r.l.

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

OEKO-TEX® STeP

”
Unicharm Corporation ocers products and
services that contribute not only to the comfort of
people and pets but also to the achievement of a
society that harmoniously coexists with the global
environment based on the corporate philosophy
"NOLA & DOLA (Necessity of Life with Activities &
Dreams of Life with Activities)." Acquisition of
STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® is an initiative to
eliminate "harmful chemicals" in "3. Good Health
and Well-Being" and "12. Responsible
Consumption and Production" of SDGs toward
the achievement of such a coexistence society.
We acquired this certi`cate for “Natural Moony
(tape type),” the `rst certi`ed baby diapers in
Japan, so that they can be used by as many
fathers and mothers as possible without worry. To
protect the future of babies, we will continue to
work on sustainable activities that are not only for
the safety of skin but also friendly to the earth.

Yusuke Yamakawa , Technologist

Unicharm Corporation

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

”
At Velcro Companies, the health and safety of
those who use our products is a top priority.
VELCRO® Brand products are recognized for
safety worldwide, and the OEKO-TEX®
certi`cation demonstrates that our solutions are
free from harmful substances and made in a
sustainable way, reducing the negative impact on
the environment. These qualities are critical
requirements for our customers in the Medical,
Personal Care and Apparel industries, and make
VELCRO® Brand products ideal solutions for
essential applications that involve contact with
skin, including baby diaper closures, medical
devices used in patient care and workwear.

Lenny Swart , Marketing Manager EMEA

Velcro Europe S.A.

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

”
OVS `rst customers are the children. With
STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® we are sure to
meet the highest needs not only of our lifle clients
but also of the older ones, always with respect for
the environment.

Antonio Margofi , General Manager

OVS S.p.A.

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100
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Would you like to be part of our reference / testimonial page?

Please fill out the form below.

1. General Information

Company Name

Name

Jobtitle

     Brand  or      Manufacturer

2. The certificate / label you hold

     OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

     OEKO-TEX® LEATHER STANDARD

     OEKO-TEX® MADE IN GREEN

     OEKO-TEX® STeP

     OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

     OEKO-TEX® RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS

3. Your reference / statement:

4. Please send your logo in 72dpi / png to:    communication@oekotex.com

OEKO-TEX Service GmbH  Genferstrasse 23,  CH-8002 Zurich

Certificate

Example Customer  
 is granted the OEKO-TEX® STeP certification  

and the right to use the trademark.

Scope: 

1. Type of operations:

2. Product category:

3. Usage:

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS: 
✓ Report Number: 
✓ OEKO-TEX® Terms of Use (ToU)

This certificate

is valid until

Georg Dieners
Secretary General OEKO-TEX®

The audited business enterprise fulfills the requirements of
OEKO-TEX® STeP
The certificate is based on the assessment procedure and requirements
of OEKO-TEX® STeP that were in force at the time
of evaluation.

OEKO-TEX® STeP

Institute name
Example Street 33

33333 Example City
Germany

Zurich,

Example customer
Example Street 66
12345 Example City
Germany

1 | 2

XX.XXX.XXXX
Institute 

XX.XXX.XXXX
Institute 

XX.XXX.XXXX
Institute 

XX.XXX.XXXX
Institute 

OEKO-TEX Service GmbH  Genferstrasse 23,  CH-8002 Zurich

Certificate

Institute  
 is granted the OEKO-TEX® RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS certification  

and the right to use the trademark.

Scope: 

1. Type of operations:

2. Product category:

3. Usage:

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS: 
✓ Report Number: 
✓ OEKO-TEX® Terms of Use (ToU)

This certificate

is valid until

Georg Dieners
Secretary General OEKO-TEX®

The audited business enterprise fulfills the requirements of
OEKO-TEX® RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS

The certificate is based on the assessment procedure and requirements
of OEKO-TEX® RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS that were in force at the time
of evaluation.

OEKO-TEX® RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS

Zurich,   

1 | 2OEKO-TEX Service GmbH  Genferstrasse 23,  CH-8002 Zurich

Certificate

Example Customer  
 is granted the OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT certification  

and the right to use the trademark.

Scope: 

1. Type of operations:

2. Product category:

3. Usage:

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS: 
✓ Report Number: 
✓ OEKO-TEX® Terms of Use (ToU)

This certificate

is valid until

Georg Dieners
Secretary General OEKO-TEX®

The audited business enterprise fulfills the requirements of
OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

The certificate is based on the assessment procedure and requirements
of OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT that were in force at the time
of evaluation.

OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT

Institute name
Example Street 33

33333 Example City
Germany

Zurich,

Example customer
Example Street 66
12345 Example City
Germany

1 | 2

XX.XXX.XXXX
Institute 
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